Will the Real

burger baron
please stand up?
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The meaty tale of how a rogue Alberta burger chain came to be and
why its fiercely independent owners can’t agree on anything—all of
which may be moot as Burger Barons dwindle in small towns and
fast-food tastes evolve. written by omar Mouallem

The burger

comes to me with a sauce as grey as Campbell’s
Mushroom Soup squeezing from the bun’s outer
edges, down two juicy beef patties and onto a
moat of steaming, seasoned french fries. It’s my
fourth today.
Driving down the QE II toward Calgary, I
stopped in Lacombe, Sundre, Carstairs and Okotoks to enjoy my old staple and meet the people
who still make them. From seedless to sesameseeded buns and medium-rare to crispy patties,
each was distinctly the restaurants’ own. They
were delivered on plates, in boxes or wrapped in
paper and the only thing they had in common
was the chain restaurant from which they came—
Burger Baron.
Since 1957, when the first Burger Baron opened
on Macleod Trail in Calgary (and this historical
“fact” is hotly debated), there have been up to 90 of
these fast-food joints. Today only about 30 remain,
primarily in small towns; however, there’s a stronghold of Burger Barons in Edmonton. All but four
are Albertan, though over time they’ve cropped up
in Saskatchewan, California and even near Beirut.
That last jump across the Atlantic wouldn’t surprise
someone who knows that the restaurants are largely Lebanese-owned, a fact which also explains the
aforementioned inconsistencies.
“Lebanese don’t agree with each other,” explains
Majed Dleikan, a former hairstylist who immigrated in 1972 and opened a 25-seat Burger Baron in
Lacombe that’s served almost the same menu for
four decades. “Everyone—they like to be the boss.”
Even though all Burger Barons have similar
recipes and, sometimes, logos, it’s less a franchise
than it is a meme. For 56 years, it’s been copied,
modified and passed along innumerable times, not
just by Burger Baron owners but other restaurateurs

across Canada—possibly the world. These faux Barons have suspiciously similar menus and flavours, but
operate under different names, like Angel’s Drive-In
in Calgary and Burger Palace in Olds. And they, too,
are Lebanese-owned.
Zouhier Kamaleddine, who runs a Carstairs
Burger Baron drive-thru with his family, likens it to
the Mafia, though that would give them the credit
of being organized, which they’re not. None of
them seem to know who the original Baron is, nor
do they care. But in the age of the big-box restaurant, gourmet burger and gastronome, might these
family restaurants need someone to lead them into
the future?
Only once did they try appointing one, in the late
1980s, when 20 to 30 owners gathered at Edmonton’s Mayfield Inn for a summit of the Barons. My
father was one of them.

On March 14, 1987, my father,
Ahmed Mouallem, trimmed his moustache, put on
his best suit, pinned on a boutonniere and opened
High Prairie’s first Burger Baron. “I came to the
town so that it will have a nice place for people to
eat,” he told the local newspaper. Then a 31-yearold immigrant concealing his heritage with a
nice Anglo name, “Albert” took the opportunity
to speak for the chain. He told the reporter this
was the first fully licensed dine-in Burger Baron
and predicted that others would soon follow. The
article ran with a supplied family portrait. I’m the
boy in the onesie.
Burger Baron and I have a complicated relationship. Throughout my life it paid for my toys and,
later, tuition, and nothing won friends like the ability
to order free fast food from any address in town. But
the restaurant was also the reason my family rarely
vacationed, why I spent summers getting blasted by
twenty-seven

scalding dishwasher water, and why, for most of my
life, I was fat. By 17, I was 210 pounds and one of the
shortest guys in my graduation photo. My vice was
the Burger Baron mushroom burger.
Always cooked to order, the patty never spent a
second under a warmer. It was crispy on the outside,
succulent in the middle, and decorated with a slice
of real cheddar, sautéed mushrooms and the pièce de
résistance—mushroom sauce. By my calculations, I
ate about 1,500 of them between teething and leaving for college, but always assumed the magic sauce
was purely uncooked soup (hence the kitchen wall
of industrial-sized Campbell’s cans). But when I
finally ask my dad to ’fess up to this basic recipe, he
laughs at my naivety. No, it was a square dance of
said soup, soy, Worcestershire and Tabasco sauces
that made it irresistible to us Albertans raised and
weaned on Burger Barons.
“Some people would tell me, I’ve driven so far to
have your mushroom burger,” my dad reflects. “And it was
a big burger. Not,” he gestures, cupping his hands to
the size of a wimpy Big Mac. “One double mushroom will fill you up, for sure.”
Though there was never a corporate manual,
he knew that fresh fast food and big portions are
what the people want. Whether Burger Barons opt
for drive-thrus, no-frills diners or a restaurant and
lounge like my father did, they honour this code.
And though it’s an open code, it’s also a learned
one.
As far as Revenue Canada was concerned, our
family restaurant was Prairie Pizza Ltd. That was
the name my dad planned to open under until his
uncle, who owned a Burger Baron in Slave Lake
and taught him the sauces, called and said something to the effect of: “Look, the restaurant has a
good name, and it’s served me well, so do yourself a
favour and call it Burger Baron.”
This is more or less how Barons are born.

Although he doesn’t take credit autonomy could come to an end. Jim Chehayeb, a
for starting the Burger Baron chain, almost every
surviving establishment can be traced to 77-yearold Rudy Kemaldean. He bought his first of seven
in 1964, including the original in Calgary, and soon
hired Lebanese family and friends on work visas.
When it came time for them to strike out on their own,
Kemaldean gave his blessings to use a trademark he
neither started nor owned. “I just gave them the name
and let them do what they like,” he says. “There were
no strict orders. Just helping them out.”
Almost everyone I meet speaks highly of Kemaldean, and they describe him with words such as
“respected,” “a true friend” and “generous.” Perhaps too generous. Reflecting on how successful Burger Baron became, Kemaldean has some regrets. “It
would be better if it were franchised. We have, as you
know, the best burgers ever, ever made.”
Burger Barons were franchised, once, when
they launched in 1957 and rapidly expanded across
Canada. A 1960 Globe and Mail classified ad for the
He’s upset, though, by what’s happened
since—buildings falling into disrepair,
owners modifying the sauces and coming to
work in grease-stained T-shirts and with
unshaved faces. “They desecrate the name.”

Burger Baron Company Ltd. reads: “There are 21
successful units now operating in Western Canada
and Quebec. Profitable franchises are to be located
in Ontario now…. This is the drive-in, self-service,
automobile age.” Aside from the price of a franchise—$39,500 (about $321,000 today)—the ad
mentioned only the Ontario manager and said nothing of who was behind the Calgary-based franchise.
To date, the original Barons’ identities are
shrouded in mystery because, as quickly as it got
off the ground, the franchise collapsed into bankruptcy, leaving behind a debt-laden trademark and
a trail of fast-food joints that are now independently operated. This is how we get 30 Burger Barons
and no two the same. The marketing and signage
are equally chaotic. Some use a cartoony, shieldwielding baron whose colours and posture change
between towns. Others, like my dad’s, use their own
logos. The Burger Baron name and slogans vary
not just in fonts and words, but facts. The Leduc
sign reads “Making Vegetarians Reconsider Since
1955” —two years before the first establishment.
But, in the late 1980s, shortly after opening his
High Prairie restaurant, it looked like my dad’s

former commercial air pilot and Rudy Kemaldean
protégé, invited my dad and other owners to
Edmonton, where he would propose the cost-saving
benefits of franchising. What could go wrong?
“Everyone wanted to do his own thing,” recalls
Chehayeb, a retired owner of a few small-town
locations who claims to have franchised the restaurant in 1980 as Burger Baron Restaurant of Alberta.
“They couldn’t think on a bigger scale, that when
it’s a franchise everybody benefits. Burger Baron of
Alberta could be like—maybe not McDonalds—
but one of the big franchises.”
My dad says, “It was a good idea but they started to have problems when they started asking who’s
going to be the manager.” Dleikan of Lacombe also
remembers subordination as the deal-breaker. “As
Lebanese people we like each other. We teach each
other. We’re not greedy with each other. But we’re
greedy when it’s about who’s going to be the boss.”
These tendencies are not as stereotypical as
they sound and have even been observed by academics. Dr. Akimitsu Ikeda, an anthropologist
from Tokyo University’s department of foreign
studies, has researched Lebanese people since
2005 and made numerous trips to Calgary, Edmonton and rural Alberta to study the diaspora.
“Something that’s very impressive,” he tells me,
“is they really want to be independent. Everyone
wants to be their own boss.” Losing independence
would “downgrade their capabilities.”
My father didn’t even stay for the end of the
proposed-franchise meeting in Edmonton, and hit
the road so he could be home for the dinner rush.
And so, for the next 20 years, he ran it his way,
adding and subtracting menu items, modifying recipes, grooming his eldest son, Ali, to eventually take
over. He bought the biggest house in High Prairie,
sent money back to Lebanon to build his parents a
home and brought his brother to Canada to work
with him. He trained other relatives, too, and they
would then take the recipes to their Burger Barons
and Burger Baron tributes with similar success. It
was a ticket to the American-but-living-in-Canada
Dream. Only once, in 1996, did someone try to get
in my father’s way. He got a phone call from Lethbridge. It was Rudy Kemaldean’s brother, Sal, and
he wanted his trademark back.

Sal Kemaldean plops a stack
of positive comment cards—two burgers high—on
a table in his Okotoks restaurant. “This is not even
a year’s worth,” he boasts.
twenty-eight

Now in his 70s, he still operates three locations
with his family, including one in Red Deer’s Gasoline Alley and another in Lethbridge—the original
Burger Baron, he says.
The way Sal remembers it, it was he, a man
named Ray Barber and brothers Jack and Dick McDonnell who opened it in 1957. He admits, “I personally didn’t put any money in,” but insists that he
came up with some recipes and added “Lebanese
spices” to the glorious mushroom sauce. But as a
silent partner, he says, he focused instead on obtaining a geophysics degree and working in oil and
gas. “I didn’t really pay attention at the time. Once
the company went broke, I really lost interest.”
His brother, Rudy, started buying up post-bankruptcy Burger Barons shortly after. “During that
time,” says Sal, “everyone was coming to Rudy …
and every time somebody wants a Burger Baron
[Rudy would say,] Yeah, sure, go ahead.” He adds, “He
was trying to help people, and I like to help people,
but not in this way.”
After Sal saw Burger Baron resurrect itself, albeit
chaotically, he bought a few locations. He’s upset,
though, by what’s happened since—buildings falling into disrepair, owners modifying the sauces and
coming to work in grease-stained T-shirts and with
unshaved faces. “They desecrate the name.”
Though he doesn’t remember my dad, he
acknowledges that he made similar calls and visits
to proprietors around 1996 when, after 40 years, he
and Jack McDonnell’s widow, Rikie, who now lives
in Regina, finally trademarked the name together.
“We only asked for two percent of the gross for
advertising. And they didn’t do that. And we asked
them to clean up your act and make your building
presentable,” he says. “We didn’t even ask them to
change the name.”
However, several of the current and retired
owners, including my dad, say the name is exactly
what he wanted. And they all claim to have given
him the same answer, which is perhaps best summed
up by Majed Dleikan: “You can do f**k all.”
Few Barons even believe Sal’s story. Some think
it was Jim Chehayeb who founded it. Others say it
was Rudy. Rudy’s niece, co-owner of the Carstairs
Burger Baron, told me it was a woman. Could it be
that the original Burger Baron … was a Baroness?
Indeed, Sal’s story has some holes in it. For
one, almost everyone, including his own brother,
points to Calgary, not Lethbridge, as the original
location. As well, Rudy says Sal didn’t enter the
picture until after him. And though Sal wouldn’t
allow me to print his age, he claims it’s three years
older than what Rudy told me it was, which would

Above & Below: Burger Baron, Carstairs
Nadim and Ihsan Kamaleddine run a drive-thru and takeout-only
operation and offer Texas-fried chicken in addition to the famous
Burger Baron hamburgers.
Above: Burger Baron, Okotoks
This location is one of the more professional
and modern-looking of the Burger Baron
brethren. It’s owned by Sal Kemaldean, who
runs two other locations, one in Red Deer,
the other in Lethbridge.
Below: Burger Baron, Lacombe
Owner Majed Dleikan has served the same menu
for 40 years at his quirky 25-seat restaurant.
Says the former hairstylist: “Everyone—they
like to be the boss.”

Above: Burger Baron & Pizza, Sundre
Owners Wally and May Kamaleddine serve
up their version of the sought-after Burger
Baron mushroom burger.

the Many faces of
actually make Sal older than his older brother, and barely
an adult in 1957.
I pose to Sal the obvious question: How do I know
you’re the real baron? He invites me to come to his acreage
northeast of Calgary the next morning to see documented
proof. However, my attempt is foiled by a spring snowstorm.
When I arrive home, in Edmonton, my follow-up call a
few days later ends badly when I tell him that McDonnell’s
family in Saskatchewan also claims to have documentation
proving it was their family who founded it.

“the VeRy fiRst one Was in calgaRy,
at 5211 Macleod Trail,” says Rikie McDonnell, “and my
late husband is the one that started the Burger Baron,
not Rudy or Sal.”
“He drew the baron himself,” adds son James, 37. “I’ll
give Sal full credit. They have a lot of operations and they’re
supporting a family. They’re good people.” However, he
accuses Sal of inserting his Lethbridge business and himself
into the origin story, and insists that the Calgary restaurant,
which closed in the mid-’70s, was the first Burger Baron.
“This is my family legacy,” says James, who emailed me
financial documents from 1959 that name the owners as
Jack and Bob Craig, his brother-in-law, who also partnered
on Burger Baron No. 1, located at 5211 Macleod Trail, and
No. 2—in Lethbridge. (Sal Kemaldean would later admit
to me that he revised the history “to make the story continuous,” but maintained his early involvement.)
Rikie, then 16, met Jack, an Irish-American 30 years
her senior, while working at the first establishment. In 1970,
several years after his franchise and first marriage fell apart,
they moved to Regina, bought an existing Burger Baron,
hired a manager, and then moved to California, where they
opened and operated another outlet until Jack died of colon cancer in 1983. Rikie and her two young sons then returned to Regina, where she ran the Burger Baron so well it
now has a following akin to Peters’ Drive-In in Calgary.
But even after the debt expired and the trademark came
into play, she says she never thought to protect the proprietary naming rights until the ’90s, when her son John,
a lawyer, advised her to do so. The Canadian Intellectual
Property Office shows that Kemaldean Food Enterprises
Limited applied for the same trademark five months later.
Both sides had a case. Rudy and Sal owned several
establishments through Kemaldean Food for longer than
Rikie has been a proprietor. Rikie, of course, maintained
it was her late husband’s intellectual property. But rather
than fight, they decided on a 50/50 split. Sal would get
Alberta and B.C.; Rikie would get Manitoba and Saskatchewan. But, says James, they wouldn’t work together.
Since taking the reigns in 2004, James has opened a second
Regina location under the trademark and paid for a popular
marketing and merchandising campaign. Sal has expanded to
thiRty

Okotoks and Red Deer’s Gasoline Alley, while also attempting either to convert independently owned Burger Barons to his Alberta chapter or shut them down,
an effort that hasn’t gone well.

hoW Much could it all be WoRth
under one corporation?
Asked this, Sal responded, “You know what happened to Tim Horton? She [Horton’s widow, Lori]
sold it for $1 million. Now it’s worth about $5.3
billion.” (Actually, Tim Hortons is valued at about
$8.5 billion.) But, Sal said, Burger Baron could only
get there if it were on his terms. James echoed this
sentiment, but in his own favour. As did Chehayeb,
Dleikan and others.
When I asked Sal why he doesn’t just keep the
recipes and start again under a new name, he shook
his head. “No, no, no. Because the name ‘Burger
Baron’ is a golden name.”
To my surprise, when I asked James the
same question, he said he was in the process of
rebranding his two Burger Barons into contemporary restaurants named Baron’s Fresh Grill. “I want
that burger connotation out.” As he described to
me his new, Moxie’s-like look, I expressed my sad“I don’t think the fast-food burger is going
to be successful in the future because of
obesity. And that’s why Tim Hortons started
putting lasagna and sandwiches and those
salads—to take away from the donuts.”

ness. Even though before writing this I hadn’t eaten
a mushroom burger in seven years, and even though
I’ve since become a healthy eater to take control of
my weight, I still grew up in the family restaurant,
like James, and can’t picture a world without it.
“I think it’s fantastic that we’ve all grown up in
this business,” he said, acknowledging my sentiments. “But I’ve got two young boys and I’m trying
to support a family. The market’s changing and I
think we have to evolve with it. So the future is more
important than the nostalgia.”
He’s not the only one. In 2008, my brother took the
reigns and changed the name to The Boondocks Grill
(but kept the mushroom sauce). Ever the opportunists,
however, another Lebanese family moved to town and
opened a Burger Baron. Will they be as lucky?
What the other Burger Baron owners admitted to me, namely, that the demand for fast food
has declined, industry news confirms. In 2012,
McDonald’s, Burger King and Wendy’s all saw
thiRty-One

their sales drop. According to the Center for Disease Control, Americans consume fewer fast-food
calories than before, hence the healthier menus and
McDonald Canada’s $1-billion McCafe revamp.
The trend toward healthy food hasn’t just infected
me, it has even infected Zouhier Kamaleddine’s
vegan kid sister Reama. “I don’t touch anything
without gloves,” she told me while preparing food
at the Carstairs Burger Baron.
At one point there were three Burger Barons in
Calgary, but the last one—the original—closed in the
mid-’70s, when the lot was sold to the city in order to
widen Macleod Trail. Those locations in small towns
or with seating, like Edmonton’s six, have faired better, but even they’ve dwindled since Albertans began
to drive their families to big-box restaurants. The
same automobile revolution that birthed it, killed it. A
few of these nostalgic curiosities still exist, like Peters’
Drive-In, but today the Lebanese, who once defaulted to burger joints, prefer Mediterranean restaurants
and donair shops. Over the years, health food, ethnic
fare, upscale casual restaurants and gourmet-burger
chains have continued to chomp at the pie until all
that remains for an independent fast-food joint is a
few morsels. How much will be left when the children
of the current owners take the reins?
Every Burger Baron I visited or called had at
least two generations in the kitchen, but when I
asked the Barons and Baronesses whether their children will also inherit the title, they weren’t always
optimistic. With his twin 25-year-old sons manning
the grills 10 feet away, Dleikan said to me in hushed
tones, “I don’t think the fast-food burger is going to
be successful in the future because of obesity. And
that’s why Tim Hortons started putting lasagna and
sandwiches and those salads—to take away from the
donuts. And McDonald’s is doing the same thing.
We know people who are used to the way we’ve
made burgers for a long time, but the young generation isn’t. That’s why it’s started slowing down
and people started asking what kind of food do you
make? Or what kind of fish do you use? All fast food
in the future is going to be vegetables.” S
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1) Kelowna, B.C.; 2) Bonnyville; 3) Valleyview; 4) Redwater;
5) Lethbridge; 6/7) Edmonton; 8) Chicago, IL.; 9) Leduc;
10) Mayerthorpe; 11/12) Various marketing materials for
Regina, Sask. location; 13) Ad for Wabasca location.

a baRon by you
caRoline: Burger Baron Family Restaurant & Pizza, 5100 52nd St., 403-722-2245
caRstaiRs: Burger Baron, (takeout and drive-thru only) 853 Minto St., 403-337-3941
sundRe: Burger Baron & Pizza, 211 Main Ave. W., 403-638-3844
okotoks: The Original Burger Baron, 357, 105 Southbank Blvd., 403-995-9950
gasoline alley: Burger Baron, 37545 Highway 2, Red Deer, 403-348-8788
calgaRy’s angel’s dRiVe-in: Lebanese-owned, Angel’s has a suspiciously similar menu and
recipes, 8603 47th Ave. N.W., 403-288-1009

